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           1993 

       REC 1  COL 1 

STRICTLY 

CONFIDENTIAL  

(OVER STAMPED) 

REC 1 

Serial Number 

1 2 3 4 

    IDNO93 

This questionnaire has two sorts of question. The first asks you to indicate the answer 

that applies to you by ringing a number or answer. As you go through the booklet you will 

find instructions and examples to help you with these questions. 

The other sort of question asks you simply to write an answer in the box provided. 

 

 PLEASE do not write in the grey boxes down the right-hand 

sides of the pages – they are for office use only. 
 

                   � � � � FIRST OF ALL, just to check our records 
 

1. What is your date of birth? 

 

                      

                        
       day         month     year 

 

 DOBDY93             DOBMO93          DOBYR93  

2. What sex are you? Please ring the correct answer – so if you are a male  

, ring number  1 like this, and if you are a female, ring number 2. 

      Male………………………………………………………………….1 11 

      Female…………………………………………………………….2 SEX93 
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HOW’S YOUR HEALTH? 

 

3. Over the last twelve months, would you say your health on the whole has been good, 

fairly good, or not good? Please ring answer which describes you best. 

 

 good………………………………………………………………. 1  12  

 fairly good……………………………………………. 2 
HEALTH93 

 not good……………………………………………………. 3 

 

 

4. Do you have any long-standing illness, disability or infirmity? (By long-standing we 

mean anything that has troubled you over a period of time or that is likely to affect 

you over a period of time.) 

 yes.………………………………………………………………. 1  13  

 no…………………….……………………………………………. 2 
CHRON93 

   

 

   � IF YES 

(a) What is the matter with you? 

 Please list any conditions you have.    

   

   

   
   14 15  

  CHRN1.93 
   16 17  

  CHRN2.93 
 

(b) Do any of these illnesses or disabilities limit your activities in any way? 

 

 yes.………………………………………………………………. 1  18  

 no…………………….……………………………………………. 2 
CRNLIM93 

   

 

 

 

5. How would you rate your level of fitness? Do you think it is: 

 

 very good…………………………………………………. 1  

 good………………………………………………………………. 2  19  

 moderate……………………………………………………. 3 
FITNES93 

 not very good………………………………………… 4 
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6.  We would like to know if you have had any medical complaints and how your   

 health has been in general OVER THE PAST FEW WEEKS. Please answer ALL THE   

 QUESTIONS in this section by ringing the answer which most nearly applies   

 to you. Remember that we want to know about present and recent complaints,   

 not those that you had in the past.  

 For example, a question might ask if you had recently …  

 spent much time chatting More time Same Less Much less  

 with people? than usual as usual than usual than usual 

        

 If you felt that you had been chatting less than usual recently, you   

 would ring the answer as shown.  

       

 SO, HAVE YOU RECENTLY      

       

 1. been able to 

concentrate 

Better Same Less Much less 

20 
GHQ1.93 on whatever you’re doing? than usual as usual than usual than usual 

       

GHQ2.93 2. lost much sleep over  Not at all No more Rather more Much more 
21 

 worry  than usual than usual than usual 

       

GHQ3.93 3. felt you were playing a More so  Same Less useful Much less 
22 

 useful part in things? Than usual as usual than usual useful 

       

GHQ4.93 4. felt capable about 

making  

More so Same Less so Much less  

23 
 decisions about things than usual as usual than usual capable 

       

GHQ5.93 5. felt constantly under  Not at all No more Rather more Much more 
24 

 strain?  than usual than usual than usual 

       

GHQ6.93 6. felt you couldn’t  Not at all No more Rather more Much more 
25 

 overcome your difficulties  than usual than usual than usual 

       

GHQ7.93 7. been able to enjoy your More so  Same Less so Much less 

26  normal day-to-day 

activities? 

than usual as usual than usual than usual 

       

GHQ8.93 8. been able to face  More so  Same Less able Much less 
27 

 up to your problems? than usual as usual than usual able 

       

GHQ9.93 9. been feeling unhappy or Not at all No more Rather more Much more 
28 

 depressed?  than usual than usual than usual 

       

GHQ10.93 10. been losing confidence Not at all No more Rather more Much more 
29 

 in yourself?  than usual than usual than usual 

       

GHQ11.93 11. been thinking of 

yourself 

Not at all No more Rather more Much more 

30 
 as a worthless person?   than usual than usual than usual 

       

GHQ12.93 

12. been feeling 

reasonably happy, all  

More so  About the 

same 

Less so Much less 

31 
things considered? than usual as usual than usual than usual 

    REC 1  COL 31  
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7. Since your 18th birthday, have you had any accidents or injuries that required medical 

or surgical attention (that is from a doctor, hospital or first aid)? 

 

 yes.………………………………………………………………. 1  

 no…………………….……………………………………………. 2  32  
   ACCINJ93 

     IF YES 

Thinking of the most serious, what was the injury (Eg. Broken arm, cut on face),and 

how did it happen (Eg. Sports, motor accident, fight)? 

What injury?    

 

 

 
33 34 35 

  INJACC93 

 

How did it happen?    

 

 

 
 36 37 

  HOWACC93 

 

YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS 

 

 

8. Are you currently 

 married…………………………………………………………………………………. 1   

 living with a partner, but not married. 2   

 single (never married)……………………………………….. 3   

 widowed…………………………………………………………………………………. 4   

 separated……………………………………………………………………………. 5  38 
 divorced…………………………………………………………………………….. 6   

   MSTAT93 
 

 

 IF YOU ARE SINGLE, WIDOWED, SEPARATED OR DIVORCED 

 

Do you have… 

 no steady girlfriend or boyfriend………………………. 1  

 a steady partner, but no plans to marry or 

live together……………………………………………………………………………. 

 

2 
 39  

 a fiance, or someone who you are planning 

to marry or live with………………………………………………………. 

 

3 
 
LOVE93 
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9. Which of the following best describes where you usually live nowadays? (If you are a 

student, answer for your term-time address.) 

 

 living in your parents’ or step-parents’ home…………………………………………………… 1   

 living in another relative’s home……………………………………………………………………………….. 2   

 buying your own home……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 3   

 renting your own home (from local authority, 

housing association, university, privately, etc)…………………………………………. 

 

4 

  

 hostel or hall of residence or nurses home or barracks…………………………. 5   
 renting a room in someone else’s house – with food provided……………… 6   

 renting a room in someone else’s house – no food provided…………………. 7  40 
 somewhere else……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 8   

   LIVE93 
 

        IF IT’S SOMEWHERE ELSE (number 8 above) 

Please describe it     

 

 

41 
 ELSLIV93 

 

10. Who lives with you? Ring “yes” against all that apply – so if you live by yourself,  

    ring “no” against them all. 

 

your mother…………………………………………………………. LMUM93…... yes…. no  42 
your stepmother………………………………………………. LSTMUM93.. yes…. no  43 
your father…………………………………………………………. LDAD93…… yes…. no  44 
your stepfather………………………………………………. LSTDAD93... yes…. no  45 
your grandparent(s)……………………………………. LGRAN93.. yes…. no  46 
your brothers or sisters………………………… LSIB93…….. yes…. no  47 
your step brothers or step sisters LSTSIB93…. yes…. no  48 
your husband or wife…………………………………. LSPOUS93... yes…. no  49 
your partner (not married)…………………. LPARTN93... yes…. no  50 
your own children…………………………………………. LKIDS93…… yes…. no  51 
your friends………………………………………………………… LPALS93….. yes…. no  52 
someone else………………………………………………………. LOTHER93... yes…. no  53 

 

    IF YOU LIVE WITH YOUR OWN CHILDREN 

How many child(ren) do you have?                          

   NKIDS93 CHILD(REN) 

 

  54 
 

11. Is there anyone – friend or family – that you can turn to when something is bothering 

    you or when you are feeling low? 

 

 yes.………………………………………………………………. 1  55  

 no…………………….……………………………………………. 2 SUPPOR93 
 REC 1 COL 55 
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YOUR WORK AND FINANCES 

 

12. We would like to know what you have been doing since we last saw you. Below is a 

diary which starts in January 1990 and runs across the page, with a column for every 

6 months. Please ring one number in EACH of the first six colums to let us know what 

you were MAINLY doing between January 1990 and December 1992. Then, in the column 

marked “now”, please ring what you are doing at the moment, and in the last column 

what you expect to be doing this time next year. 

 

Please remember to work ACROSS THE PAGE and to make sure that ONLY ONE NUMBER is 

ringed for each 6 month period. 

 

For example, if you were in a full-time job from January 1990 to December 1992, are 

now unemployed, and expect to be back in a full-time job this time next year, you 

would ring 5 in EACH of the first six columns, 1 in the “now” column and 5 in the 

“Easter next year” column. 

 

 

 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 

 JAN JULY JAN JULY JAN JULY  EASTER 

 TO TO TO TO TO TO NEXT 

 JUNE DEC JUNE DEC JUNE DEC NOW YEAR 

1. unemployed……………………. ..1…. ….1…. ….1…. ….1…. ….1…. ….1…. …..1……. …….1 

         

2. looking after your          

  own family at home…. ..2…. ….2…. ….2…. ….2…. ….2…. ….2…. …..2……. …….2 

         

3. training scheme………. ..3…. ….3…. ….3…. ….3…. ….3…. ….3…. …..3……. …….3 

         

4. full-time education ..4…. ….4…. ….4…. ….4…. ….4…. ….4…. …..4……. …….4 

         

5. full-time job (over          

  30 hours a week)………. ..5…. ….5…. ….5…. ….5…. ….5…. ….5…. …..5……. …….5 

         

6. part-time job……………. ..6…. ….6…. ….6…. ….6…. ….6…. ….6…. …..6……. …….6 

         

7. something else…………. ..7…. ….7…. ….7…. ….7…. ….7…. ….7…. …..7……. …….7 

         

 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 
 ECO1.93 ECO2.93 ECO3.93 ECO4.93 ECO5.93 ECO6.93 ECONOW93 ECOFUT93 

 

      IF YOU’RE DOING SOMETHING ELSE (number 7 above) 

Please write what it is     

  

 64 

ELSEDO9 
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13. IF YOU ARE WORKING, ON A TRAINING SCHEME, OR IN FULL-TIME EDUCATION – Please answer 

either section A, B or C, to tell us a bit more about what you are doing now. 

 

A. IF YOU ARE IN A JOB 

 

what is the job called?   

  

  

 
 

What do you actually do?   

  

  

 
 

What does your firm or industry make or do?     

    

    

 65 66 67 
  WKJOB93 
 

B.  IF YOU ARE ON A TRAINING SCHEME 

 

What is the name of the scheme (eg “employment training”)     

    

    

   68 
  TRSTYP93 
 

What kind of work do you do?     

    

    

 69 70 71 
  TRSJOB93 
 

C.  IF YOU ARE IN FULL-TIME EDUCATION 

 

What qualifications are you aiming for? (eg. H.N.C., H.N.D., 

National Certificate, Highers, B.Sc., Dip. Ed., S.R.N. etc) 
    

    

  72 73 

 QULAIM93 
   
 

  

          REC 1  COL 73 
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14. Since you left school, and apart from training schemes, how difficult 

    have you personally found it to get work? 

 very difficult………………………………………………………………… 1   

 quite difficult……………………………………………………………… 2   

 quite easy…………………………………………………………………………… 3   

 very easy……………………………………………………………………………… 4  74 
 never looked for work……………………………………………… 5 GETWK93 
 

15. Could you tell us about your income? Adding it all together, what is the 

    total amount you normally have, after deductions like tax, but including  

    any benefits? If you live with a spouse or partner, DO include their  

    income, but if you live with your parents, DO NOT include theirs. Please  

    ring a number to show where your income falls. 

 

    For example, if your total weekly income was £90, you would ring number  

    03 to show that your income falls in the £80-£109 a week band. 

 

PER WEEK, which is the same as…………………………………. PER MONTH    

less than £55………………………………………………………………………………… less than £235……… 01   

£55 - £79…………………………………………………………………………………………. £235 - £349……………… 02   

£80 - £109………………………………………………………………………………………. £350 - £474……………… 03   

£110 - £139……………………………………………………………………………………. £475 - £599……………… 04   

£140 - £179……………………………………………………………………………………. £600 - £769……………… 05   

£180 - £219……………………………………………………………………………………. £770 - £949……………… 06   

£220 - £274……………………………………………………………………………………. £950 - £1179…………… 07   

£275 - £339……………………………………………………………………………………. £1180 - £1469………… 08 75 76 
more than £339……………………………………………………………………………. more than £1469…… 09 INCOME93 
your income varies from week to week…………………. …………………………………………. 10   

 

 

16. Thinking about money, how difficult is it for you to make ends meet  

    nowadays? 

 

 very difficult…………………………………………………………………… 1   

 quite difficult………………………………………………………………… 2   

 quite easy……………………………………………………………………………… 3 77  

 very easy………………………………………………………………………………… 4 ENDSMT93 
 

 

17. Do you have a car of your own? 

 yes………………………………………………………………………………………………… 1 78  
 no………………………………………………..……………………………………………… 2 OWNCAR9 
 

 

18. Have you ever been homeless or had no fixed abode? 

 

 currently homeless or no fixed abode………… 1   

 homeless or no fixed abode in past……………… 2 79  

 never homeless or no fixed abode…………………… 3 HOMLES93 
REC 1  COL 79 
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THINGS YOU DO 

19. Nowadays, how often do you do any of the following things? Please ring the number   

    which shows how often you usually do each of these activities 

 

    For example, two activities might be listening to music and going to the theatre.  

    If you listen to music every day, you would ring 1, and if you never go to the 

    theatre, you would ring 5, as shown below. 

    ONCE     

  EVERY MOST A LESS    

  DAY DAYS WEEK OFTEN NEVER   

         

listen to music………………………………. ………………………. ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5   

go to the theatre…………………………. ………………………. ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5   

         

SO, HOW OFTEN DO YOU …        

go out with boy or 

girlfriend,  

partner or spouse…………………………. 

 
 
LLOVE93….. 

 

 

..1… 

 

 

..2. 

 

 

..3. 

 

 

..4…. 

 

 

..5 

 
 
80 

 

attend sports matches………………… LSPMAT93... ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5 1 REC 2 
go to discos, clubs or gigs… LDISCO93… ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5 2  

watch videos at home…………………. LVIDEO93… ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5 3  

go out nowhere in particular LNOWHR93. ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5 4  

do hobbies or artistic 

activities……………………………………………. 
 
LHOBBY93... 

 

..1… 

 

..2. 

 

..3. 

 

..4…. 

 

..5 
 
5 

 

visit friends’ houses or 

have friends round………………………… 
 
LFRNDS93... 

 

..1… 

 

..2. 

 

..3. 

 

..4…. 

 

..5 
 
6 

 

read books or magazines…………… LREAD93….. ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5 7  

go to pub or wine bar………………. LPUB93……. ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5 8  

do sport/games/exercise (eg 

snooker, swimming)………………………. 
 
LSPORT93 

 

..1… 

 

..2. 

 

..3. 

 

..4…. 

 

..5 
 
9 

 

         

         

20 Here is a list of foods that you might eat. For each one, please ring   

number which shows how often you usually eat this type of food.   

    ONCE     

  EVERY MOST A LESS    

  DAY DAYS WEEK OFTEN NEVER   

poultry (chicken, turkey, 

etc)……………………………………………………………… 
 
POULTR93... 

 

..1… 

 

..2. 

 

..3. 

 

..4…. 

 

..5 
 
10 

 

fish……………………………………………………………. FISH93…..... ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5 11  

processed meats (eg 

sausages, pies, pate)………………. 
 
PRMEAT93.. 

 

..1… 

 

..2. 

 

..3. 

 

..4…. 

 

..5 
 
12 

 

chips…………………………………………………………… CHIPS93…... ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5 13  

cooked vegetables (eg beans, 

carrots)…………………………………………………. 
 
CGRVEG93.. 

 

..1… 

 

..2. 

 

..3. 

 

..4…. 

 

..5 
 
14 

 

salads/raw vegetables in 

summer………………………………………………………. 
 
VEGSUM93.. 

 

..1… 

 

..2. 

 

..3. 

 

..4…. 

 

..5 
 
15 

 

salads/raw vegetables in 

winter………………………………………………………… 
 
VEGWIN93... 

 

..1… 

 

..2. 

 

..3. 

 

..4…. 

 

..5 
 
16 

 

fresh fruit in summer………………… FRUITS93…. ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5 17  

fresh fruit in winter………………. FRUITW93… ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5 18  

potato crisps and similar 

snacks………………………………………………………. 
 
CRISPS93… 

 

..1… 

 

..2. 

 

..3. 

 

..4…. 

 

..5 
 
19 

 

sweets, chocolates………………………… SWEETS93.. ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5 20  

sweetened drinks like irn 

bru, coke, squash…………………………. 
 
SOFTDR93.. 

 

..1… 

 

..2. 

 

..3. 

 

..4…. 

 

..5 
 
21 

 

take-away meals………………………………. CARRYO93.. ..1… ..2. ..3. ..4…. ..5 22  

                   REC 2 COL 22 
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   21. Do you smoke now, even if is just occasionally, or have you ever smoked 

       in the past? 

 smoke now………………………………………………………………………………. 1   

 in past only………………………………………………………………………. 2 23  

 never…………………………………………………………………………………………. 3 CIGNOW93 
 

             IF YOU SMOKE NOW 

 

 How many cigarettes (including roll-ups)    NCIGDY93 
                           PER DAY 

 
24 25 

 do you usually smoke each DAY? 

 OR OR    

 if you’re a lighter smoker, how many do     NCIGWK93 
                          PER WEEK 

 
26 27 28 

 you usually smoke each WEEK?  

 

    22. And what about alcohol? Do you drink now, even if just occasionally, or have  

   you ever drunk in the past? 

 drink now………………………………………………………………………………. 1   

 in past only………………………………………………………………………. 2 29  

 never…………………………………………………………………………………………. 3 DRINK93 
 

             IF YOU DRINK NOW 

(a) How often do you usually have a drink? 

 every day………………………………………………………………………………. 1   

 most days………………………………………………………………………………. 2   

 once a week…………………………………………………………………………… 3 30  
 less often……………………………………………………………………………. 4 FDRINK93 

 

(b) Thinking of LAST WEEK. How much of EACH of the following did you drink?  

If it helps, think back over each day to this time last week. Please write 

the amount in the space against each type of drink. Put a “0” against all 

those that you didn’t drink last week. 

 

For example, if you had 8 pints of beer and nothing else last week, you would 

write 8 in the space against “beer, lager, cider … pints”, and 0 against all 

the other drinks. 

 

beer,lager,cider BEER 93 pints  31 32 33 
wine WINE93 glasses  34 35 36 
martini, sherry or port SHERRY93 glasses  37 38 39 
spirits (whisky, gin, vodka, etc) SPIRIT93 measures  40 41 42 
other alcoholic drinks OTHALC93 glasses  43 44 45 
 

             IF YOU HAD OTHER SORTS OF ALCOHOLIC DRINKS 

What were they?  

    

 
   

REC 2  COL 45 
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    23. Have you tried or used any of the following, either ever or in the past  

   year? Please ring “yes” against ANY that apply – and if you have never used  

   any, then ring “no” against them all in both columns. 

 

   For example, suppose you were asked about crack, opium and solvents. If you  

   had never used crack, you would ring “no” in both columns for this. If you  

   had ever used opium, but not in the past year, you would ring “yes” in the  

   “EVER” column, and “no” in the “PAST YEAR” column. If you had used solvents  

   ever, and this included the past year, you would ring “yes” in both columns,  

   as shown below. 

   PAST 

 EVER  YEAR 

crack………………………………………… .yes . no  .yes . no 

opium………………………………………… .yes . no  .yes . no 

solvents………………………………… .yes . no  .yes . no 

 

   SO, HAVE YOU EVER, OR IN THE PAST YEAR, USED ANY OF THESE … 

     PAST    

   EVER  YEAR    

CANEV93 CANLYR93 cannabis(hash)…………. .yes. no….  .yes. .no.  46 47 

LSDEV93 LSDLYR93 LSD(acid)………………………. .yes. no….  .yes. .no.  48 49 

TMZEV93 TMZLYR93 temazepam…………………….. .yes. no….  .yes. .no.  50 51 

AMPEV93 AMPLYR93 amphetamines(speed) .yes. no….  .yes. .no.  52 53 

HEREV93 HERLYR93 heroin………………………………. .yes. no….  .yes. .no.  54 55 

TMSEV93 TMSLYR93 temgesic(tems)…………. .yes. no….  .yes. .no.  56 57 

COKEV93 COKLYR93 cocaine(coke)………….. .yes. no….  .yes. .no.  58 59 

ECSEV93 ECSLYR93 ecstasy……………………………. .yes. no….  .yes. .no.  60 61 

MUSEV93 MUSLYR93 magic mushrooms………… .yes. no….  .yes. .no.  62 63 

OTDEV93 OTDLYR93 other drugs……………….. .yes. no….  .yes. .no.  64 65 
 

         IF YOU HAVE USED OTHER SORTS OF DRUGS 

What were they?     

    
66 

                 DRGTYP93 

    24. What about exercise? Nowadays, do you do any sport or physical exercise that 

   makes you out of breath and sweat, and that you do for more than 20 minutes  

   at a time? 

 yes………………………………………………………………………………………………. 1 67  

 no…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 2   

   SPORT93 
           IF YES 

(a) What sort of sports(s) or physical exercise 

do you do? 
 
SPOR1.93 

 
68 69 

 SPOR2.93  70 71 

 SPOR3.93  72 73 

 SPOR4.93  74 75 

   

(b) How many days in an average      

week do you do ANY of these?  DAYS A WEEK  76  

    EXDYWK93 

   REC 2 COL 76 
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EVENTS IN YOUR LIFE … 

 

 25. Below is a list of things which sometimes happen to people. 

     FIRSTLY, have any of them happened to you in the past 3 years – that is, since  

     we last saw you? Use the first column and ring “yes” against any that have, and  

     “no” against any which haven’t. 

SECONDLY, have any of them happened to you in the past 12 months? Use the 

second column and ring “yes” against any that have, and “no” against any which 

haven’t. 

 

 

     For example, suppose you were asked whether a close friend had moved far away,  

     whether your brother or sister had left home, and whether you had passed a very 

     Important exam. If no close friends had moved away in the past 3 years, your  

     brother or sister had left home in the past 12 months, and you had passed an 

     important exam in the past 3 years but not in the past 12 months, then you 

     would complete the two columns as shown below. 

 HAPPENED  HAPPENED 

 IN PAST  IN PAST 

 3 YEARS  12 MONTHS 

a close friend moved far away…………………………………. .yes. . .no….  .yes. . .no 

your brother or sister left home…………………………. .yes. . .no….  .yes. . .no 

you passed a very important exam…………………………. .yes. . .no….  .yes. . .no 

 

     SO, WHAT’S BEEN HAPPENING TO YOU? 

 HAPPENED  HAPPENED 

 IN PAST  IN PAST 

YOUR WORK, EDUCATION, TRAINING AND MONEY 3 YEARS  12 MONTHS 

                         JCHA3Y93  JOBCHA93        

you changed your job or training scheme………. .yes 77 .no…  .yes 78 no 

you were sacked from    JLOS3Y93  JOBLOS93        

your job or training scheme………………………………………. .yes 79 .no…  .yes 80 no 

you had trouble    BOSD3Y93  BOSDIF93  REC 3        

with your boss or supervisor……………………………………. .yes 1 .no…  .yes 2 no 

                           INCO3Y93  INCOL93        

you started college or university…………………….. .yes 3 .no…  .yes 4 no 

                          FINC3Y93  FINCOL93        

you finished college or university……………………. .yes 5 .no…  .yes 6 no 

                          FEXM3Y93  FEXAM93        

you failed a very important exam…………………………. .yes 7 .no…  .yes 8 no 

you had a major change  JRSP3Y93  JOBRSP93        

in work responsibilities………………………………………………. .yes 9 .no…  .yes 10 no 

                           JUP3Y93  JOBUP93        

you got promoted……………………………………………………………………. .yes 11 .no…  .yes 12 no 

                        JCON3Y93  JOBCON93        

you had a major change in work conditions…. .yes 13 .no…  .yes 14 no 

                          ICHA3Y93  INCCHA93        

your income changed a lot……………………………………………. .yes 15 .no…  .yes 16 no 

                         NOBN3Y93  NOBEN93        

you had your benefits stopped…………………………………. .yes 17 .no…  .yes 18 no 

                           LOAN3Y93  LOAN93        

you took out a mortgage or other big loan…. .yes 19 .no…  .yes 20 no 

                           FDIF3Y93  FINDIF93        

you had serious financial problems……………………. .yes 21 .no…  .yes 22 no 

you had to ask your      PHLP3Y93  PHELP93        

parent(s) for help with money…………………………………. .yes 23 .no…  .yes 24 no 
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 HAPPENED  HAPPENED 

 IN PAST  IN PAST 

YOUR FAMILY LIFE 3 YEARS  12 MONTHS 

your mother,father,brother FILL3Y93  FAMILL93        

or sister had a serious illness or injury…. .yes 25 .no…  .yes 26 no 

                          FDIE3Y93  FAMDIE93        

your mother, father,brother or sister died. .yes 27 .no…  .yes 28 no 

                                                      PJOB3Y93  PARJOB93        

your mother or father got a new job…………………. .yes 29 .no…  .yes 30 no 

                        PRED3Y93  PARRED93        

your mother or father lost their job………………. .yes 31 .no…  .yes 32 no 

                       PROW3Y93  PARROW93        

your parents had a serious row………………………………. .yes 33 .no…  .yes 34 no 

                         PSEP3Y93  PARSEP93        

your parents decided to separate or divorce .yes 35 .no…  .yes 36 no 

your spouse or partner    SPIL3Y93  SPOILL93        

had a serious illness or injury……………………………. .yes 37 .no…  .yes 38 no 

                          SPDI3Y93  SPODIE93        

your spouse or partner died………………………………………. .yes 39 .no…  .yes 40 no 

you had a serious row  SPRW3Y93  SPOROW93        

with your spouse or partner………………………………………. .yes 41 .no…  .yes 42 no 

                         SPSE3Y93  SPOSEP93        

you separated from your spouse or partner .yes 43 .no…  .yes 44 no 

you got divorced…………………………………… DIV3Y93  DIV93 .yes 45 .no…  .yes 46 no 

your child had a           KDIL3Y93  KIDILL93        

serious illness or injury……………………………………………. .yes 47 .no…  .yes 48 no 

your child died…………………………….KDDI3Y93  KIDDIE93 .yes 49 .no…  .yes 50 no 

a close family           FPOL3Y93  FAMPOL93        

member was in trouble with the police……………. .yes 51 .no…  .yes 52 no 

                           STEP3Y93  STEP93        

you got a new stepmother or stepfather…………. .yes 53 .no…  .yes 54 no 

                        SLRW3Y93  SLFROW93        

you had a serious row with your parents………. .yes 55 .no…  .yes 56 no 

you had a serious row    INRW3Y93  INLROW93        

with your spouse’s or partner’s parents………. .yes 57 .no…  .yes 58 no 

you had a serious row  SBRW3Y93  SIBROW93        

with a brother or sister………………………………………………. .yes 59 .no…  .yes 60 no 

        

  YOUR PERSONAL LIFE 

you got engaged…………………………ENG3Y93  ENGAGE93 .yes 61 .no…  .yes 62 no 

you had a new           NLOV3Y93  NEWLOV93        

girl/boyfriend…………………………………………………………………………. .yes 63 .no…  .yes 64 no 

you broke up with        OLOV3Y93  OFFLOV93        

your girl or boyfriend……………………………………………………. .yes 65 .no…  .yes 66 no 

you had sexual problems….SDIF3Y93  SEXDIF93 .yes 67 .no…  .yes 68 no 

you passed               DRIV3Y93  DRIVE93        

your driving test…………………………………………………………………. .yes 69 .no…  .yes 70 no 

You bought a car         MOTR3Y93  MOTOR93        

or motorbike………………………………………………………………………………. .yes 71 .no…  .yes 72 no 

you left home…………………………….SLOF3Y93  SLFOFF93 .yes 73 .no…  .yes 74 no 

you moved house………………………MHSE3Y93  MHOUSE93 .yes 75 .no…  .yes 76 no 

a close friend died………………PALD3Y93  PALDIE93 .yes 77 .no…  .yes 78 no 

you were attacked or     ATTK3Y93  ATTACK93        

injured by someone………………………………………………………………. .yes 79 .no…  .yes 80 no 

        

          REC 3 COL 80 
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 HAPPENED  HAPPENED 

 IN PAST  IN PAST 

 3 YEARS  12 MONTHS 

        

you got married…………MARR3Y93  MARRY93   REC 4 .yes 1 .no…  .yes 2 no 

you                      SEX3Y93    SEX1ST93        

had sexual intercourse for the first time…. .yes 3 .no…  .yes 4 no 

                                                          PREG3Y93  PREG93        

you or your girlfriend or wife got pregnant .yes 5 .no…  .yes 6 no 

you or                   ABOR3Y93  ABORT93        

your girlfriend or wife had an abortion………. .yes 7 .no…  .yes 8 no 

                                                           BABY3Y93  BABY93        

you or your girlfriend or wife had a baby…… .yes 9 .no…  .yes 10 no 

                                                          POL3Y93  POLICE93        

you got into trouble with the police………………. .yes 11 .no…  .yes 12 no 

        

you were taken to court……COUR3Y93  COURT93 .yes 13 .no…  .yes 14 no 

        

you spent time in prison… PRIS3Y93  PRISON93 .yes 15 .no…  .yes 16 no 

        

 

EVENTS IN THE FUTURE 

 

26. What do you think you might be doing in 5 years time? Looking at the list below,  

please ring the number which shows how likely it is that each thing will have 

happened to YOU by 1998. 

 

For example, suppose you thought that in 5 years time you are quite likely to be 

in a full time job, then you would ring 2. If you thought that you are very 

unlikely to be wealthy by then, you would ring 4, as shown below. 

 

  VERY QUITE QUITE VERY  

  LIKELY LIKELY UNLIKELY UNLIKELY  

you will be in a full-time job………………………… ….1……. …..2…… …..3………… ……..4  

you will be wealthy……………………… ………………………. ….1……. …..2…… …..3………… ……..4  

       

SO, BY 1998, HOW LIKELY ARE YOU …      

to be married……………………………………. FUTMAR93 ….1……. …..2…… …..3………… ……..4 17 

to be unmarried but living 

with someone………………………………………. 
 
FUTCOH93 

 

….1……. 

 

…..2…… 

 

…..3………… 

 

……..4 

 

18 

to have children……………………………. FUTKID93 ….1……. …..2…… …..3………… ……..4 19 

to have a serious illness……. FUTILL93 ….1……. …..2…… …..3………… ……..4 20 

to be unemployed……………………………. FUTUN93 ….1……. …..2…… …..3………… ……..4 21 

to be living in Scotland………. FUTSCO93 ….1……. …..2…… …..3………… ……..4 22 

to be in good health…………………… FUTHLT93. ….1……. …..2…… …..3………… ……..4 23 

to be buying your own home…… FUTHOM93 ….1……. …..2…… …..3………… ……..4 24 

to be a smoker…………………………………. FUTSMO93 ….1……. …..2…… …..3………… ……..4 25 

to have emigrated from the 

U.K………………………………………………………………. 
 
FUTEM93 

 

….1……. 

 

…..2…… 

 

…..3………… 

 

……..4 

 

26 

to have been in trouble with 

the law……………………………………………………. 
 
FUTLAW93 

 

….1……. 

 

…..2…… 

 

…..3………… 

 

……..4 

 

27 

to be satisfied with your 

life……………………………………………………………. 
 
FUTSAT93 

 

….1……. 

 

…..2…… 

 

…..3………… 

 

……..4 

 

28 
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    FINALLY  

 

 27. On the whole, how happy are you with your life in general? Look at the faces

     and ring the number under the face which shows best how you feel.

 

      

   1       2    3  

 

 28. Is there anything else you would like to tell us about your life and/or health?

 

      

 

29. Date questionnaire completed

 

 

 

      

Please could you just look back to check that you haven’t missed any questions by

mistake or turned over two pages at once.

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THE QUESTIONNAIRE

      REC 4

FINALLY  �  �  �  � 

27. On the whole, how happy are you with your life in general? Look at the faces

and ring the number under the face which shows best how you feel.

      

LIFACE93

4    5  6    7 

28. Is there anything else you would like to tell us about your life and/or health?

 

 

 

 

 

 

      MARKER93

Date questionnaire completed                        

                        
       day         month     year

POSTDY93             POSTMO93          POST

      REC 4  COL 36

AND THAT’S IT! 

 

Please could you just look back to check that you haven’t missed any questions by

mistake or turned over two pages at once. 

 

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

31 32 33 34 

REC 4  COL 29  14 

27. On the whole, how happy are you with your life in general? Look at the faces 

and ring the number under the face which shows best how you feel. 

    

LIFACE93 

28. Is there anything else you would like to tell us about your life and/or health? 

 

 

 

 

 

30 

MARKER93 

day         month     year 

POSTYR93 

REC 4  COL 36 

Please could you just look back to check that you haven’t missed any questions by 

29 

35 36 


